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Chapter 1
Internal Transport in Non-neutral Plasma

François Anderegg
University of California at San Diego, Physics Dept. 0319,
9500 Gilman Drive, La Jolla, CA USA,
fanderegg@ucsd.edu
In this presentation, I will discuss transport processes across the magnetic field in a Penning-Malmberg trap geometry. The first part of the
presentation is about test particle transport in elongated plasmas shaped
like “cigars” (3D system) and in short plasmas shaped like “pancakes”
(2D system). The second part covers heat transport and the third part
discusses the transport of angular momentum (viscosity).

1.1. Types of Collisions
This presentation addresses one of the old problems of magnetic confinement of plasmas, namely how collisions affect particles, heat, and angular
momentum transport across the magnetic field. In the early days of plasma
physics, transport was described in terms of velocity scattering collisions.
These early efforts have come to be known as the “classical” theory of transport. Experiments observe collisional transport that is much larger than
the classical theory predicts. More recent theories using long-range E × B
drift collisions are in precise agreement with experiments.
In this presentation, I will be considering non-neutral plasmas in the
usual regime, i.e. away from the maximum density limit known as the
“Brillouin limit.” More precisely we will limit our discussion to plasmas
satisfying λD > rc where the Debye length λD ≡ (T /4πne2 )1/2 and the
cyclotron radius rc ≡ v⊥ c/eB; here we are using cgs units, and the temperature T has unit of energy. The case of interest λD > rc corresponds to
low density plasma in a large magnetic field.
1
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1.1.1. Classical velocity scattering collisions

Fig. 1.1. Velocity scattering collision. The impact parameter ρ < rc is shown by the
spacing of the two green dashed lines.

Figure 1.1 illustrates a velocity scattering collision; the “blue” particle
(coming from the left) collides with the “red” particle (coming from the
right). The (perpendicular) impact parameter ρ is small enough for the
particles to scatter their velocity vectors. This type of collision occurs for
the following range of impact parameter b < ρ < rc where b ≡ e2 /T is the
distance of closest approach for two charged particles. After the collision,
the distance separating the particle guiding centers has increased. We will
estimate and discuss this increase in section 1.2. These velocity scattering
collisions are referred to as “classical” collisions, in the sense that they have
been studied for a long time.
1.1.2. Long range E × B drift collisions
An unusual type of long-range collisions dominates over classical collisions
in plasmas where λD > rc . Figure 1.2 illustrates a “blue” particle coming
from the left and a “red” particle coming from the right. Since the impact
parameter ρ < λD , the particles feel each other’s electric field and E × B
drift around each other. Here also careful evaluation of the collision will
show that the distance separating their guiding center increases after the
collision. It is worth noting that the collision left the velocity vector of each
particle almost unchanged.
1.2. Test Particle Transport
In subsections 1.2.1, 1.2.2 and 1.2.3 we will be discussing 3-Dimensional
systems and in subsection 1.2.4 we will discuss 2-Dimensional systems. In
2D systems, particles bounce rapidly along the plasma column compared
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Fig. 1.2. Long range E × B drift collisions; the impact ρ < λD is shown by the spacing
of the two green dashed lines.

to their E × B rotation rates. This rapid bouncing effectively averages the
cross-field transport along the magnetic field axis.
1.2.1. Classical diffusion

Fig. 1.3.
B.

Schematic of particle collisions in a plane perpendicular to the magnetic field

Figure 1.3 shows two particles colliding, and scattering their velocity
vector v⊥ . The two new v⊥ result in new positions of the guiding center of
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each particle. The displacement of the guiding center after the collision ∆r
is of the order of a cyclotron radius rc , resulting in a diffusion coefficient D ∼
νrc2 , where ν is the collision rate of such collisions. The proper mathematical
treatment was performed first by Longmire and Rosenbluth1 and gives the
classical diffusion coefficient:
Dclas =

5
νii rc2
4

(1.1)

where
νii =

r 
16 √
c
πnvb2 ln
15
b

(1.2)

where n is the particle density. Here the indice ii refers to ion-ion collisions, but it is worth noting that the same equation is valid for any type
of “same particle” collision. For example, electron-electron collisions are
simply faster than ion-ion collisions by a factor (mi /me )1/2 which comes
from the particle thermal speed v = (T /m)1/2 . Physically, νii is the rate
at which a thermal particle loses half of its momentum to other particles.
1.2.2. Long range E × B drift diffusion
The electric field of a particle extends up to a Debye length λD before
it is shielded by the other particles, therefore two particles within a Debye
length “feel” each other’s electric field and E ×B drift at a velocity vE×B =
(E × B)/B 2 = −E r̂/B where the electric field magnitude is of the order
E ∼ q/λ2D and consequently vE×B ∼ q/(λ2D B). These two particles drift
around for a time τd ∼ λD /v resulting in a stepsize across the magnetic field
∆r = vE×B · td ∼ q/(λD Bv), and these collisions occur at a rate ∼ nvλ2D .
Therefore the resulting diffusion coefficient is D ∼ nvλ2D · ∆r2 = nvb2 rc2 ;
the step size is approximately the same as for velocity scattering collisions.
The proper mathematical analysis was done by Dubin2 and gives:

 

√
λD
v
DE×B = 6 πνc rc2 ln
ln
(1.3)
rc
∆v
with
νc = nvb2 .

(1.4)

Particles with small relative axial velocities ∆v produce the largest amount
of transport. The smallest ∆v (longest interaction times) of relevance are
limited by shear in the perpendicular drift velocity, or by the diffusion
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√
itself giving ∆vm = (Dv λD rc )1/3 . It is worth noting that Eq. (1.3) is
often written using νii :


45
v
ln(λD /rc )
DE×B =
νii rc2
ln
(1.5)
8
ln(rc /b)
∆vm
allowing easy and direct comparison with Eq. (1.1).
1.2.3. Experimental measurements of test particle transport

Fig. 1.4.

Schematic of a Penning-Malmberg trap.

To test the theory results presented above, we conducted experiments
in a Penning-Malmberg trap containing a pure magnesium ion plasma.3
Figure 1.4 shows the cylindrical trap and confined Mg+ ion plasma, with
parallel and perpendicular laser beams. The electrodes are of radius
Rw = 2.86cm and are contained in a vacuum chamber with P ∼ 10−9 T.
Magnesium ions are obtained from a brief discharge of a metal vapor vacuum arc source (MEVVA).4 The ions are trapped by positive voltages applied to the end cylinder, whereas free electrons are ejected axially.
Basic radial confinement is provided by a uniform axial magnetic field
0.8 < B < 4 Tesla, which by itself would result in plasma loss time from
neutral collisions and static field asymmetries of τL . 2000s. The loss time
is made essentially “infinite” (that is, larger than 2 weeks) by applying weak
“rotating wall” potentials (≤ 1. Vpp ) to eight azimuthal wall sectors. This
rotating field, varying as eimθ θ−iωt with mθ = 1, adds angular momentum
and energy to the plasma, balancing the background drag and energy losses.
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The plasma density, temperature and rotating velocity profiles are obtained from Laser Induced Fluorescence measurements. The plasma has
axial length Lp ' 10cm, and individual ions bounce axially at a rate
fb = v/2Lp ≈ 3kHz for T = 0.1eV. The ion plasma tends to cool to about
0.05eV due to collisions with neutrals. We can increase the ion temperature
either by ion cyclotron heating or by compressional heating applied to an
end cylinder.
Since both transport rely on collisions, we will first measure the collision
rate responsible for velocity space isotropization. We induce anisotropies
between Tk and T⊥ , and then measure the relaxation of Tk (t) and T⊥ (t) to
a common final temperature T . This is modeled as
d
(T⊥ − T ) = −ν⊥0 (T⊥ − T )
(1.6)
dt
where the relaxation rate ν⊥0 = 1.5νii = 3ν⊥k . Figure 1.5 shows the mea-

Fig. 1.5. Measured velocity space collision rate ν⊥0 . The insert shows a Tk − T⊥ measurement, with anisotropy maintained until t = 2 seconds, then exponential relaxation
to Tk = T⊥ .

sured ν⊥0 and the Fokker-Planck prediction with no adjustable parameters.
Thus there are no anomalous velocity scattering collisions.
The ion spin orientation is used to “tag” the test particles. The ground
state of Mg+ is a 32 S1/2 state. In a magnetic field, the orientation can be
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Mj = +1/2 or -1/2; and the difference of energy between these two states
is small (4.6 × 10−4 eV at 4 Tesla). Nevertheless, measurements indicate
that the ion spin state remains unchanged for times much longer than the
time required for the tagged ions to diffuse radially. Also the transport
processes are identical for ions with spin Mj = +1/2 or -1/2. The transport
measurement is a three-step process,5 as indicated on Fig. 1.6.

Fig. 1.6. The three steps used to measure test particle transport and relevant energy
levels of magnesium singly ionized.

M =−1/2

(a) “Reset.” The plasma is completely (>98%) polarized into the S1/2j

M =+1/2

state by direct optical pumping with an axial beam tuned to S1/2j
M =−1/2
P3/2j

→

transition. This beam is perpendicular to the magnetic field
and passes through the center of the (drift-rotating) plasma.
(b) “Tag.” The spin of particles at a chosen radial position rt is reversed
M =−1/2
by direct optical pumping with an axial beam tuned to S1/2j
→
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M =+1/2

. The tagging beam is left on for many rotations of the plasma
P3/2j
and also for many bounce periods to ensure that most ions at the beam
radius are pumped; typically 50ms are required to locally tag more than
M =+1/2
80% of ions into S1/2j
state.
(c) “Search.” The density evolution nt (rs , t) of tagged particles at a chosen search position rs is measured nondestructively with a perpendicM =+1/2
ular beam tuned to the peak of the “cyclone” transition S1/2j
→
M =+3/2

M =+1/2

P3/2j
which decays only to S1/2j
. This search beam is weak
and is on less than 10% of the time, to minimize “sideband” excitation
of other transitions.

Fig. 1.7. Measured density n(r) and temperature T (r). Measured test particle density
nt (r, t)/n(r) at three times showing radial diffusion towards nt /n = constant.

Each “reset-tag-search” cycle determines nt (rs , t) for 0.05 < t < 100s, and
repeating this cycle for 31 different search positions gives the test particle
evolution nt (rs , t). Figure 1.7 shows the normalized test particle density
nt (r)/n(r) for 3 times where the ions were tagged at rt = 0.5cm. The test
particles are transported radially toward a constant density nt /n. The test
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Zr
∂
1
2nt (r, t) − n(x)
dx x nt (x, t) + dx x
Γt (r, t) = −
.
r
∂t
τs (x)
0
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(1.7)

0

The second term corrects for the slow spontaneous spin flip at separately
measured rate τs−1 (T ) ∼ 10−3 sec−1 to 10−2 sec−1 . With this correction, the
total number of test particles is conserved to within 10%. This flux is then
compared to a model consisting of a local diffusion coefficient D(r) and a
convective velocity V (r):
Γt (r, t) = −D(r)n(r)

∂ nt (r, t)
+ V (r)nt (r, t).
∂r n(r)

(1.8)

Figure 1.8 shows the measured normalized flux Γt (t)/nt (t) versus the mea-

Fig. 1.8. Measured normalized test particle flux Γt /nt versus normalized test particle
gradient showing diffusive transport.

sured normalized gradient (n/nt (t))(∂/∂r)(nt (t)/n) for one radius rs =
0.318cm. The data points represent different times in the evolution. The
linear fit to the data gives D(rs ) = 3.3 × 10−3 cm2 /s and V (rs ) ' 0 to
experimental accuracy. The normalized flux is proportional to the normalized gradient over a range of 20, in accordance with Fick’s law. Here,
the diffusion coefficient measured for various density, magnetic field and
temperature is shown in Fig. 1.9. The diffusion coefficients are normalized
by nB −2 ln(λD /rc ) for comparison to classical and long range E × B drift
collisional theories. The data are about 10 times larger than predicted by
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classical theory. Dclas is shown by solid black lines. Overall, Eq. (1.3) describing long range E × B drift collisions is in quantitative agreement with
the data.

Fig. 1.9. Measured test particle diffusion coefficient D normalized to density
nB −2 ln(λD /rc ) versus temperature. The black theory curve shows Dclas and the blue
line shows the E × B drift collision.

1.2.4. Test particle transport in 2D systems
This diffusion due to long-range collisions is enhanced in the twodimensional (2D) regime, where individual particles in the finite length
plasma bounce repeatedly in z before moving substantially in (r, θ). This
suggests that pairs of particles may experience multiple correlated collisions, giving an enhanced transport step size ∆r. This enhancement increases with Nb , the number of times a thermal particle bounces axially
before shear in the θ rotation of the column separates the particle from its
neighbors. Thus, rotational shear reduces the 2D transport enhancement.6
1.2.4.1. Shear free case
Let’s consider first a short plasma where the rotation is shear-free (i.e.,
rotating like a rigid object). From the 2D perspective, each ion is a z-
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average “rod” of charge which E × B drifts in (r, θ) due to the fields of
all the other ions. The E × B drift dynamics of a collection of N charged
rods is isomorphic to a 2D gas of N point vortices: each rod, with charge
qL ≡ q/Lp per unit length, is equivalent to a point vortex with circulation
γ ≡ qL (4πc/B) = 4πcq/(BLp ).

(1.9)

(Here, we take γ > 0 and ωE > 0 for positive ions by choosing B = −B ẑ;
for electrons, choosing B = +B ẑ would similarly give γ > 0.)
Early work on diffusion of 2D point vortices focused on the case of a quiescent, homogeneous shear-free gas.7,8 When the vortices are distributed
randomly, representing high-temperature thermal fluctuations, Taylor and
McNamara predicted that the diffusion coefficient (for diffusion in one direction) has the following simple form:
DTM =

γ √
N.
8π

(1.10)

Fig. 1.10. Diffusion coefficient D from numerical simulations versus number of particles
N , for shear rate s = 0, -1.2, -12., +12. Solid symbols are from MD simulations; open
symbols are from PIC simulations. The dashed line is Eq. (1.10); solid lines are from
Eq. (1.13).

The blue squares of Fig. 1.10 display the diffusion rate obtained from
more recent simulations by Dubin9,10 with varying N compared to the
predictions of Taylor-McNamara theory. The 2D diffusion coefficient in the
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absence of shear increases as the square root of the number of particles in
the system.
1.2.4.2. Effect of shear on 2D test particle transport
The shear in the plasma rotation is defined as
∂
0
ωE (r) ≡ rωE
(r).
(1.11)
∂r
Note that two particles separated radially by a distance ρ will become
separated azimuthally by a distance ρ in a time S −1 . The dimensionless
scaled shear s is then defined as
0
rωE
S(r)
s(r) ≡
∼
,
(1.12)
2πceBn(r)
ωE
S(r) = r

where the last approximation is only valid when the rotation results from
near-uniform n(r).
Experimentally, the magnitude of the rotational shear can be controlled
by varying the ion density and temperature, or by adjusting the character
of the torques and drags on the column. This shear in the θ rotation has
only a weak effect on diffusion due to long-range collisions in the 3D regime;
but it is the controlling parameter in defining the 2D regime.
A rigorous Boltzmann calculation gives the radial diffusion coefficient
DB due to these small impact parameter collisions; and a quasilinear calculation based on the Kubo formula gives the diffusion coefficient DK from
multiple distant collisions. The total diffusion9 is then
γ
γ 1 2
ln ΛB +
ln(r/ρmin )
2s π 2
2s
 2

2πqc ln ΛB
=
+
ln(r/ρ
)
,
min
Lp Bs
π2

D2D = DB + DK =

(1.13)

with collision logarithms given by ΛB ≡ 2.713π 2 S 2 /nγ 2 and ρmin ≈
(4Dk /S)1/2 for the regimes of interest here.
Of course, this estimate is valid only when it is less than the zero-shear
result, i.e. when D2D < DTM . However, one can see that even a very small
shear, of order S/nγ ≈ N −1/2 , is required to make the zero-shear DTM
inapplicable. In other words, even small shears wipe out the large-scale
Dawson-Okuda vortices required to give DTM .
Dubin tested this theory using numerical simulations9 of N identical
point vortices, initially placed randomly inside a circular patch, with an
applied uniform external shear rate S. To obtain the diffusion coefficient,
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he chose as test particles all vortices in the band of radii from 0.43R to
0.57R, and followed their mean square change in radial position, hδr2 (t)i.
The diffusion coefficient was found from fitting hδr2 (t)i = 2Dt.
Figure 1.10 displays the diffusion rates obtained from the simulations
with varying N compared to the predictions of theory. The simulations
with s = 0 agree closely with DTM (dashed line). Simulations with negative
imposed shears of s = −1.2 and -12 show reduced diffusion, in quantitative
agreement with D2D (solid lines).
However, the simulations with s = +12 show about 10× less diffusion,
apparently due to trapping effects in collisions between vortices which are
prograde with respect to the shear. In essence, the trapping size l is infinite
for s > 0, and the effects of bound vortex pairs cannot be ignored; thus, the
Boltzmann analysis is inapplicable. Furthermore, the method of integration
along unperturbed orbits, which is essential to the Kubo analysis, also fails.
Analysis of these trapped particle effects is a significant unsolved theory
problem.
The experimental set-up to measure 2D test particle transport is similar
to the 2D case except that the plasma is short, so the ions bounce axially
more rapidly than they drift-rotate. Figure 1.11 shows measured density,
temperature velocities and rotational shear profiles. The shear that matters
is the E × B velocity shear. The laser measures the particle velocity vtot
(also known as fluid velocity), and the diamagnetic drift vdia is calculated
from the measured density and temperature profile as vdia (r) = ∇(n(r) ·
T (r)). The velocity of the guiding center is then vE×B = vtot − vdia . The
shear S(r) is calculated as S(r) = r∂ωE×B /∂r, and the normalized shear
s(r) = S(r)/ωE×B .
Figure 1.12 shows the measured diffusion coefficient enhancement
D/D3D vs. Nb . For Nb < 1, the green dashed line represents D3D
and the data points of Fig. 1.9 would overlay the dashed line. For
Nb > 1, the diffusion increases proportional to Nb , approaching the shear
free Taylor-McNamara limit as N → 104 . The theory line represents
2D
Dtheory
' 0.5D3D fb /|S| = 0.5D3D Nb .
Figure 1.13 shows the same experimental data as Fig. 1.12, but with
the diffusion scaled as DLp B and plotted versus normalized shear s. The
diffusion approaches DTM for |s| < 10−3 , decreases as |s|−1 for 10−2 <
|s| < 10−1 and equals D3D for |s| > 1. Here the column lengths ranged
over 0.7 < Lp < 10cm and the temperature ranged over 0.05 < T < 3eV,
with fixed B = 3.T.
It is worth noting that not all transport is diffusive, and that in the case
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Fig. 1.11. Measured density, temperature, velocities and normalized shear hsi for low
shear case (left) and large shear case (right).

of very small shear, a significant part of the transport may be convective,
with convective cells as large as the system.
1.3. Heat Transport
Here we consider “collisional” heat transport across the magnetic field. The
term “collisional” refers to transport driven by fluctuating fields from thermal motions of individual particles in our quiescent plasmas; in contrast,
“turbulent” transport would be driven by nonthermal fluctuations such as
unstable waves or broadband turbulence.
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Fig. 1.12. Measured diffusion coefficient normalized by the 3D prediction plotted versus
number of particle bounces Nb , showing enhanced diffusion in the 2D bounce-average
regime.

Let’s consider the cross-field energy flux presumed to be of the form:
Γheat = −K

∂T
.
∂r

(1.14)

The heat conductivity K is related to the thermal diffusivity χ by K = 52 nχ,
where the factor 25 n corresponds to the specific heat at constant pressure.
The thermal diffusivity can be thought of as a diffusion coefficient for energy, and it has the same units as the test particle diffusion coefficient
[Area/time].
1.3.1. Classical heat transport
In the classical (velocity scattering) collision description, heat and particles
exhibit similar diffusion, χclas ∝ Dclas ∝ νrc2 ; the proper mathematical
treatment11 gives
χclas =

√
r 
16 π
c
νc rc2 ln
= νii rc2 .
15
b

(1.15)

Note that the classical thermal diffusivity scales as χclas ∝ nT −1/2 B −2 .
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Fig. 1.13. Measured diffusion versus measured shear, showing shear-reduction of diffusion from the zero shear Taylor-McNamara limit to the 3D regime. In the 2D regime,
−1 .
the diffusion scales as L−1
p and B

1.3.2. Long range E × B drift heat transport
In contrast, long range interactions can exchange (parallel) energy between
particles separated by up to λD , suggesting that χLR ∝ νc λ2D . The proper
mathematical treatment12 gives:
χLR = 0.49νc λ2D ∝ T −1/2 B 0 .

(1.16)

It is important to note that the long range thermal diffusivity is independent of the magnetic field, contrasting sharply with the “standard wisdom
of plasma physics” that large magnetic fields produce better energy confinement.
1.3.3. Experimental measurements of cross-magnetic field
heat transport
We measure heat transport across the magnetic field in the same PenningMalmberg trap containing a pure magnesium ion plasma13,14 shown in Fig.
1.4. A laser beam parallel to the magnetic field cools (or heats) the plasma
locally, creating a radial temperature gradient. A weak probe beam then
measures the temperature profile T (r, t). Figure 1.14 shows the steady state
density profile, and the temperature profile at t = 0 shows that the plasma
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Fig. 1.14. Measured density profile and temperature profile starting from locally (r = 0)
cooled initial conditions.

was cooled on axis by the cooling beam. The cooling laser is then turned
off and the temperature profile relaxes toward a uniform temperature on a
time scale of a few seconds. Both the rate of change of temperature and
its gradient are measured. The radial (cross-magnetic field) heat flux is
calculated using measured quantities, as


Zr
3 ∂
∂
1
r0 dr0
n T − qext .
Γq = −
(1.17)
r
2 ∂t
∂t
0

Here, qext is the measured external heat input after the cooling laser is
turned off, mainly due to collisions with residual background gas at room
∂
qext is typically a small correction to the data. Figure
temperature; ∂t
1.15 shows that the measured heat flux is proportional to the temperature
gradient, as indicated by the unconstrained linear fit (dashed line). The
small nonzero intercept could represent a non-diffusive flux; but here it
seems to be insignificant, arising from uncertainties in the data or imperfect
∂
corrections ∂t
qext . Thus, Fig. 1.15 demonstrates diffusive heat transport.
We obtain the thermal diffusivity χ from Fig. 1.15 using
2 Γq
.
(1.18)
5n ∇T
Values of χ(n, B, T ) were obtained for different equilibrium plasmas covering a range of 50 in density, 1000 in temperature, and 4 in magnetic field.
Figure 1.16 shows χ versus T , with a single averaged value of χ for each
evolution such as Fig. 1.15. The averaging has little consequence since the
χ(n, B, T ) = −
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Fig. 1.15. Measured normalized radial heat flux versus temperature gradient, demonstrating diffusive heat transport.

range of n, T , and χ in a single evolution is small. The dashed curve in
Fig. 1.16 shows the predicted classical thermal diffusivities χclas Eq. (1.15)
for various densities and magnetic fields used. The solid line shows the predicted long-range thermal diffusivity χLR Eq. (1.16) which depends only on
temperature. The measured thermal diffusivities are up to 100 times larger
than the classical prediction and are independent of B and n.
This long-range heat transport should occur in neutral plasmas also,
predominantly in regimes of low density and strong magnetic field.
1.4. Transport of Angular Momentum
This section describes how a plasma confined in a Penning-Malmberg trap
relaxes toward a state of thermal equilibrium; in particular, at which rate
does a non-uniform density and non-uniform rotation profile relax toward
a uniform density and uniform rotation. Viscosity acting on the rotational
shear causes transport of particles (some inward, some outward) with a
consequent relaxation toward a uniform rotation profile. The shear in the
rotation creates an azimuthal drag force
Fθ =

1 ∂ 3 ∂ωr
r η
nr2 ∂r
∂r

(1.19)
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Fig. 1.16. Measured cross-magnetic field thermal diffusivity χ plotted as a function of
temperature, demonstrating heat transport dominated by long-range collisions.

where η is the coefficient of shear viscosity and ωr is the total rotation
frequency,
1
c ∂φ
∂
(1.20)
(nT )
+
ωr ≡
rB
∂r
mnΩ
r
∂r
c
| {z }
{z
}
|
E×B rotation

diamagnetic drift

The drag force Fθ causes an Fθ × B drift, giving a radial flux Γr
cn
c ∂ 3 ∂ωr
=
r η
.
Γr = Fθ
qB
qBr2 ∂r
∂r

(1.21)

The Fθ drag force vanishes when the plasma rotates uniformly (rigid rotor).
The coefficient of shear viscosity η is related to the kinematic viscosity κ
by κ = η/nm. The kinematic viscosity is a diffusion coefficient of angular
momentum.
1.4.1. Classical viscosity
In classical theory, momentum is transferred across the magnetic field by
a distance of order rc , leading to a classical kinematic viscosity κclas =
η clas /nm ∝ νc rc2 . The proper mathematical treatment1 gives
r 
2√
c
κclas =
πνc rc2 ln
∝ B −2 .
(1.22)
5
b
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Like the classical diffusion coefficient, and the classical thermal diffusivity,
classical viscosity scales as κclas ∝ nT −1/2 B −2 .

1.4.2. Long range viscosity
Similar to the heat transport, particles separated by up to a Debye length
λD can exchange momentum. The distance over which angular momentum
“steps” in a collision time is now of order λD rather than rc , so the kinematic
viscosity is independent of the magnetic field scaling as κLR ∝ νc λ2D . When
guiding centers on different field lines interact, the long-range Coulomb
force causes an exchange of momentum, and is responsible for the finite
viscosity. Rigorous calculation of the viscosity due to long range interaction
has been performed15,16 giving:
LR

κ

=

√

πνc λ2D


ln

v
∆vm



∝ T −1/2 B 0

(1.23)

where ∆vm = (Dv λD )1/3 . The maximum interaction time is for particles
with small relative axial velocity ∆v, and the minimal effective ∆vm is
determined by the axial velocity diffusion coefficient Dv . The long range
viscosity scales as κLR ∝ T −1/2 and is independent of B and of the plasma
length.

1.4.3. Viscosity in 2D system
When the plasma temperature is sufficiently large that the frequency at
which particles bounce along the magnetic field from one end of the plasma
to the other ωb ≡ π v/Lp is larger than the fluid rotation frequency ωr , the
plasma is considered to be 2 dimensional. In this regime two particles on
nearby field lines collide many times as they bounce back and forth along
the magnetic field, and the effective number of bounces (limited by shear)
is given by
Nb ≡

fb
v/2Lp
B
∝
.
0 = rω 0
rωE
L
p
E

(1.24)

These correlated multiple collisions lead to an increase in the viscous transport. A rigorous calculation16 obtains an effective radial interaction dis-
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∂Lp
∂r Nb ,

2
2
κLR
2D = 16π νc d Nb g

≈ 64π

2

νc rc2





∂Lp
∂r

2d
r
2



Nb3 (0.1) ∝ B 1 L−3
p ,

(1.25)

where the numerical integral g(x) has been approximated by 0.1.

Fig. 1.17. Measured electron density profiles n(r, t) and total rotation profiles at three
different times, showing viscous relaxation to the rigid thermal equilibrium.

Experiments on pure electron plasmas17,18 have measured the density
profile relaxation towards equilibrium as shown in Fig. 1.17. From the measured integrated line charge Q(r, t), the radial flux of particles is calculated:
1
Nb = Γr =
Lp r

Zr

dr0 r0

d
Q(r, t).
dt

(1.26)

0

This particle flux is positive at some radii and negative at others. When a
constant density (i.e. uniform rotation) is achieved, the Fθ force and the
flux Γr vanish. The measured flux Γr is compared to a model of radial flux
[Eq. (1.21)]. All quantities in the model are measured and η is obtained.
Figure 1.18 shows κ = η/nm measured plotted against the confining
magnetic field B. The data come from two different apparatuses, each
containing axially short plasmas. The solid lines are theory predictions of
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Fig. 1.18. Measured electron viscosity κ = η/nm versus magnetic field B compared to
the classical prediction of Eq. (1.22) (green line), to the 3D long range Eq. (1.23) (red
line) and 2D long range Eq. (1.25) (blue line).

κ = η/nm. The measured kinematic viscosity is up to 108 times larger than
the classical prediction, and scales as the 2D long range theory. However,
significant questions remain, both theoretically and experimentally, as to
the parameters affecting this 108 × enhancement.

1.5. Table of transport coefficients
The following table summarizes the transport coefficients discussed in this
presentation. The first column is the test particle diffusion D, the second
column is the thermal conductivity χ, and the last one is the kinematic
viscosity κ = η/nm. Each row is a different type of collision. The first row
describes “classical” close range collisions with impact parameters ρ smaller
than the cyclotron radius rc . The second row shows the diffusion coefficient
due to individual long range E × B drift collisions with impact parameters
rc < ρ < λD . The last row presents the effect of 2D bounce-averaged
collisions on test particle diffusion and viscosity. It is worth noting that
according to theory there are is no 2D enhancement of the thermal conductivity χ, but this has not been checked experimentally. All coefficients in
this table are in cgs units, with dimensions of cm2 /sec.
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Summary of transport coefficients.
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